
SUITS



BESPOKE SERVICE

Bespoke tailoring gives you the opportunity 
to achieve exactly the look you want with 
perfect fit in beautiful cloth. The result is 

impressive and transformative.

This is an exceptional and luxurious way to 
create clothing, and the wearer will look 

and feel fabulous for a lifetime.



2010

Beautiful stone coloured Irish linen with mother of pearl buttons. Made 

for a 50th birthday celebration. Patch pockets with pleats and flaps. Pale 

colours mean special care has to be taken to keep everything spotless and 

extra appreciation must be given to the tailors.



2004

Fine French cotton gabardine. This customer is a connoisseur and has an 

extensive collection of nearly identical shirts and ties. He wanted swell 

stich on lapels, slanted pockets and raised seams on trousers. Many fittings 

were required to get this suit right and it was a difficult cloth to make as 

it has no give and shows every adjustment. He wears this suit for summer 

parties and school speech days.



2007

Spectacular sapphire blue wool and mohair. It confers glamour to wearer



2008

Steel grey, wool and mohair. The wonderful springy, lustrous qualities of 

this cloth help to create a very flattering and sharp silhouette and the suit 

will always look smart.



2010

Medium weight Huddersfield worsted wool in Glen check. From one of my 

regular customers who has many single breasted suits. He knows exactly 

how he wants to look and pays great attention to the silhouette. We can 

spin out a discussion about trouser length and width for hours and love to 

over analyse what makes a perfect tie.



2010

Black moleskin. Given as a Christmas present by his loved one. The brief 

was to make a suit for a non-wearing suit person that would work equally 

well in the country as in London and was not tweed. From Broads to 

Boardroom.



2008

This is the second Norfolk jacket I have made for my customer. He 

provided the tweed which is his Estate tweed and ordered Plus 8s, Plus 

2s and a waistcoat. There are many pieces that make up the jacket with 

pockets everywhere and every check has to be matched. The whole look is 

fantastic and is totally fit for purpose.



2009

This tweed was bought in a shop like a tweed cave on the Isle of Harris. It 

was in a huge collection of tweed that had been rescued from a company 

that had been bought by a not very sympathetic person. The tweed width 

is narrow because it is woven by people in their homes on looms narrow 

enough to fit in their living rooms.



2007

The cloth is a mixture of silk, linen, cotton and wool, made in France. 

This is a very elegant suit for an elegant man who does not like attracting 

attention. It is perfect for any occasion in the warmer months.



2007

Emerald green silk velvet evening jacket.

The velvet of royalty.



MADE TO MEASURE SERVICE

This is a tailoring service that is highly 
personalised in the Savile Row tradition. 

It is a development from bespoke tailoring 
and has a modern edge in that it combines 

state of the art garment construction 
technology with the great attention to the 

requirements of the individual that you 
would expect from a Savile Row tailor.



I

Two button single breasted, notched lapelled jacket with straight flap 

pocket and ticket pocket. Buggy lined jacket and trousers with cross front 

pockets.



I

Two button single breasted, notched lapelled jacket with straight flap 

pocket and ticket pocket. Buggy lined jacket and trousers with cross front 

pockets.



II

One buttoned, single breasted, peaked lapelled jacket with slant flap 

pockets. Peaked lapel and fully functioning cuff buttons.



II

One buttoned, single breasted, peaked lapelled jacket with slant flap 

pockets. Peaked lapel and fully functioning cuff buttons.



III

Three button, single breasted jacket with an out-breast patch pocket. Three 

different kinds of inside pockets and 4 pleat trousers with Daks tops.



III

Three button, single breasted jacket with an out-breast patch pocket. Three 

different kinds of inside pockets and 4 pleat trousers with Daks tops.



IV

Classic double breasted jacket. Classic linings and trousers with turn ups.



IV

Classic double breasted jacket. Classic linings and trousers with turn ups.


